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 The surface tensions and compositions of aqueous aerosols dictate surface-mediated 
processes, especially the growth of aerosol particles into cloud nuclei and interfacial chemical 
reactions. Surface tension is also an indirect proxy for the partitioning of organics to the surface 
due to enhanced organic activity, driven by a reduction in solubility. Model predictions are 
generally not available for most surfactant-laden multi-component aqueous solutions, despite the 
importance of surface tension. Our recent multi-component surface tension model uses 
competitive adsorption at the interface, but these results are not consistent with salting out.1 We 
have now applied these techniques to surfactants in pure water and aqueous solutions containing 
either NaCl or glutaric acid based on our previously derived two-parameter surface tension model 
from a monolayer adsorption framework2 developed for binary solutions. New model expressions 
incorporate the measured Critical Micelle Concentrations (CMCs) to reduce an empirical 
parameter. Further parameter reduction was achieved through correlations to the surface tension 
value at the CMC. The calculated model parameters for pure surfactant solutions are used to 
determine Setschenow constants in salty solutions to quantify the salting out effects at different 
surfactant concentrations. The model parameters and predictions we present improve organic 
surface-bulk partitioning predictions in aqueous aerosols, which has important implications for 







 Surfactants are extremely essential in the atmosphere. These substances are able to expand 
the surface tension of water and impair the flow of materials around aqueous interfaces, as well as 
adjust the solubility of compounds in aqueous systems3. Surfactants in aerosols can affect light 
scattering, particle aggregation, cloud droplet nucleation, and interaction with human lung tissue.3 
Aqueous processing of the biproduct such as, phenols from biomass-burning have been discussed 
in the paper4 using Henry’s law constant KH and Setschenow constant Ks values. The presence of 
surface-active organic materials can significantly enrich fog waters with hydrophobic toxic 
compounds, such as pesticides. 5,6 In addition, Surface-active materials were discovered to be 
natural components of the sea surface microlayer (SML) in the 1960’s.3 In the research paper7, 
SML was collected from the southern coast of California to measure the surface tension using the 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). This investigation is based on fact that the SML and sea surface 
aerosol (SSA) has intricate role in climate and the study may also reveal the sublayer film structure 
of the liquid interface in complex systems like SML7.  
 Subsequent analyses of surface-active materials in rainwater and air aerosols indicated that 
their quantities were insufficient to affect cloud physical processes.8 While this is true, when taken 
at high concentrations, usually in smaller growing droplets, they are successful.9 This can cause 
the lifespan of clouds to be extended, which results in an overall enhancement of cloud reflectivity 
and a resulting cooling effect in the atmosphere.10 Studies in the last few years have shown that 
the surface chemistry of surfactant around aerosol particles is more critical to cell interaction and 
health effects than the particles' center.11–13 There is little understanding of how salts affect the 
solubility of organic compounds in aqueous solutions1. Many of ubiquitous systems that typically 
contain both inorganic salts and organic material are liquid droplets suspended in the atmosphere, 
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collectively known as atmospheric aerosols. Most surface-related aerosol properties are likely to 
be affected by the organic surfactant that usually covers the surface of particles in the atmosphere.14 
The indirect effect of aerosols on cloud formation is manifested by particles functioning as seeds 
or cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).15  
1.1 Surfactant’s role in CCN activation and effect on atmospheric aerosol  
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Figure 2. Illustration of cloud growth alteration by presence surfactant in CCN 
Figure 1.Illustration of cloud formation from Cloud Condensation Nuclei. 
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To accurately describe processes leading to CCN activation, classical K¨ohler theory16 
requires water activity, or the Raoult’s term, and surface tension17 ,or the Kelvin term18; otherwise, 
the quantities are parametrized.15 While atmospheric aerosols play a crucial role in climate control, 
accurately characterizing the direct and indirect impacts continues to be a challenge. Internal phase 
separation occurs between particles in the atmosphere, resulting in instances of non-spherical 
equilibrium morphologies. The shape of a particle has a considerable effect on its capacity to 
scatter light and interact with water vapor and other chemical species in the surrounding 
environment.15 Their high surface-area-to-volume ratio further motivates the importance of 
changes in surface composition and tension due to partitioning of the organic material. Surfactants 
in atmospheric aerosol particles depress surface tension to the point of affecting particles’ ability 
to activate into cloud droplets.19–25 In fact, the critical saturation identified by Köhler theory16is 
lowered when surfactant molecules outnumber salt for some systems.26 This dramatic change in 
cloud droplet activation and growth due to surfactants significantly impacts climate. A key finding 
from a recent study27 suggests that the ability of surfactants to lower surface tension at a Köhler 
maximum is surprisingly limited for the models tested (Szyszkowski–Langmuir and ideal), the 
reduction in surface tension relative to pure water is no more than 1/3, and this limit is reached 
only in the ideal model. Although, different models of surface tension may disagree to these results 
and thus leading towards further future research. 27 
 In addition, the surface monolayers formed on atmospheric aerosols by long-chain alcohols 
have been demonstrated to affect evaporation, where there the longer the chain, the lower the 
evaporation coefficient.28 Molecular simulations show that straight chain or singly branched 
surfactants enhance the free energy barrier for mass accommodation, whereas higher degrees of 
branching exhibit no barrier due to being less tightly packed on the surface.29 However, not all 
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surfactants are the same, and they can be broadly classified as anionic, cationic, and neutral. Gerard 
et al. show that nonionic surfactants compose a significant percentage of aerosol surfactants.30 
Treating classes of surfactants separately is important for studying atmospheric aerosol surfaces.  
One model that is intended for atmospheric applications is the CMC based Ionic Surfactant 
Activity model (CISA). CISA integrates micellization into the Pitzer–Debye–Huckel (PDH) 
framework for the investigation of mixed electrolyte solution activities.31 A recent study32 has 
investigated the influences of surfactant and solution composition on the adsorption of emerging 
contaminants such PFAS at fluid-fluid interfaces. This can lead to the understanding of transport 
phenomena and fate of such contaminants in environment.32 
 From the literature review, it is evident that the surfactant clearly plays an intricate role in 
the CCN activation. This motivates further need for the investigation of monolayer sorption model 
for surfactant mixtures to understand the behavior of these mixtures at liquid air interface level 
which will have important implication on CCN activity. In this study, ternary surfactant mixtures 
have been studied with the surface tension model. The model has been developed within CMC 
(Critical micellar concentration) limit leaving a single parameter-r (a multifactorial skip and is a 
part of surface portioning function) to be determined. This computed model parameter can be used 
to calculate the Setschenow constants in salty solutions, that can further be used to quantify the 
salting out effects at various surfactant concentrations. The model parameters and predictions 
presented here improve estimates of organic surface-bulk partitioning in aqueous aerosols, which 





2.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Previously, Wexler and Dutcher developed33 a surface tension model for two-component 
solutions using an adsorption isotherm at the interface, which was first developed in solution34–38 
to predict water and solute activities and osmotic coefficients. The surface model produced a single 
expression for solution surface tension as a function of solute activities that worked well for a 
breadth of electrolyte and organic aqueous solutions across the entire concentration range. Model 
parameters for specific classes of compounds were identified, resulting in clear physical 
interpretations for these parameters.39 For instance, explicit relationships were found between 
model parameters for alcohols and their molar volumes, as well as for electrolytes and their 
thermodynamically derived partition coefficients from Pegram and Record.40  
Next, the multilayer adsorption isotherm model was extended to multicomponent aqueous 
solutions; first, organic acids were treated as partially dissociating two-solute systems consisting 
of neutral and deprotonated molecules of equal size and opposite surface propensity,41 then solute 
mixtures were treated as varying in size and allowed to compete for surface adsorption sites.42 In 
both multicomponent models, zero parameters were required beyond the binary cases. While the 
ternary version of the multicomponent model worked remarkably well for numerous mixtures, it 
did not successfully predict surface tensions for surfactant aqueous solutions, specifically those 
examined here. Surfactants are already strongly surface-active, yet high concentrations of salt still 
affect their aqueous solubility, which in turn affects the critical micelle concentrations (CMC) and 
the minimum surface tensions starting at the CMC. A new approach is needed that considers 
surfactants in ion-containing aqueous solutions.  
 Setschenow constants have been measured with laboratory methods such as the shared 
headspace method and solid phase extraction,43 they have been computed through quantum 
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computational chemistry and statistical thermodynamics using COSMOtherm,44 and they have 
been estimated with poly parameter linear free energy relationships.45 Using surface tensions to 
estimate Setschenow constants has great potential because of the explicit dependence on organic 
concentrations and activities. The salt concentrations are typically varied while the surfactant 
concentration is constant, yet realistically both quantities will be altered with changing water 
content, as is typical in atmospheric water droplets. Using this work, Setschenow constants will be 
introduced to the surface tension model and used as parameters to achieve two key outcomes: one, 
predictions for the constants at varying surfactant concentrations; and two, a seamless transition 
in surfactant solution surface tension between sub-CMC concentrations and super-CMC 
concentrations, which are typically bifurcated with a log-linear functional form and a constant line. 
This is the subsequent stage in the development of the surface tension model. 
2.1 Development of Surface tension model 
A surface tension model based on multilayer lattice adsorption was previously developed 
by Wexler and Dutcher33 for binary solutions composed of water and a single solute, applicable to 
both surface-active organics and electrolytes. Here, we treat three common surfactant aqueous 
solutions using the binary model. Further, we apply the binary model to their ternary solutions 
with atmospherically relevant compounds NaCl and glutaric acid.  
The first step in applying the model to surfactants is using the binary model from Wexler 
and Dutcher33 for surface active organics in aqueous solutions, 
                                                 𝜎 = 𝜎 − 𝑙𝑛(1 + 𝐾 𝑎 )   (1) 
where 𝜎  is the surface tension of pure water, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, 𝑎  is 
solute activity, 𝑆  is the projected area of a water molecule (0.1 nm2), and the remaining terms, r 
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and K’, are model parameters. In the model derivation,33 r is part of the surface partition function 
(eq. 1 in Wexler and Dutcher, 201333) as a multifactorial “skip”, such that the solute molecules 
can displace multiple waters by adsorbing to the surface. K’ is associated with surface-bulk 
partitioning; thus, K’ is higher for stronger surfactants. In the original surface tension expression 
not discussed here, K’ was two separate parameters, K and C, that combined for surface-active 
organics. For many common surfactants, such as the surfactants studied here which include the 
neutral Triton X-100, anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and cationic cetrimonium bromide 
(CTAB). the critical micelle concentration (CMC) and the surface tension above the CMC are 
known at certain temperatures and can be identified with surface tension data, such as Zdziennicka 
et al.46 For cases where the CMC is not known, there are thermodynamic models available to 
estimate them, such as Burlaktsky et al.47 who calculate the difference between surfactant free 
energy at the surface and in a micelle and the free energy per area of a surfactant molecule at the 




𝑎       (2) 
Where 𝑎  is the activity of the surfactant at the cmc and 𝜎  is the surface tension at the CMC. 
Then, eq. 2 is substituted in eq. 1, resulting in 
𝜎 = 𝜎 − 𝐿𝑛 1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜎 − 𝜎 ) 𝑟𝑆 𝑘𝑇⁄ − 1    (3) 
Eq. 1 requires two parameters, r and K’, and the remaining terms are already known; thus, eq. 2 
eliminates K’ as a parameter, leaving r as the single remaining parameter in eq. 3. Because eq. 3 
is exclusively used for surfactants, it will be referred to this paper from here as the “surfactant 
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model”. Since this equation has one unknown parameter, we will also refer this as one parameter 
model.  
Our Surfactant model constrains the prediction of surface tension to the range of values (up 
to Critical micellar concentration) that can be determined experimentally or from multiple sources 
47. Additionally, except for the parameter r, all of the variables introduced in this model are well-
known by definition. In comparison, the binary model necessitates a prolonged iterative method 
and the knowledge of an additional parameter K' along with parameter r. Due to the presence of 
parameter K', the prediction's uncertainty increases, and our present model has been able to provide 
a logical approach to replace this variable using known values of surface tension at CMC. In this 
way, our surfactant model is superior than the binary model.  
2.2 Application of the Surface tension Model with Setschenow Equation 
The Setschenow equation is an empirical relationship between salt concentration in 
aqueous solution to the activities of the organic in the same salty water (γ) and in pure water (γ0).  
𝑙𝑜𝑔 = 𝐾 𝑐            (4) 
Ks is the Setschenow constant and csalt is the salt concentration, typically in molality (mol/kg). 
Thus, the units of Ks are kg/mol. Determination of Setschenow constants is extraordinarily useful 
for atmospheric aerosol systems, as they richly complex mixtures of electrolytes and surface-active 
organics Setschenow constants48, 𝐾 , quantify the extent to which organic solubilities and activities 
are altered by the presence of salt, and are identified through the expression where 𝛾 is the organic 
activity coefficient in salty water, 𝛾  is the organic activity coefficient in pure water, and 𝑐  is 
the concentration of salt in molality, mol-kg-1. For surfactants, concentrations are commonly 
reported in molarities, M (mol/L), in dilute concentration ranges << 1.0 M. Therefore, we assume 
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that 𝛾 = 1 for surfactants in pure water. When solute is present in solution, even if it is dilute, the 
CMC changes. Lower CMC suggests weakened electrostatic repulsion between surfactant polar 
head groups, so this assumption may not be valid when considering solute effects. Rearranging eq. 
4 gives 𝛾 = 10  and substituting into eq. 1 gives  
𝜎 = 𝜎 − 𝐿𝑛 1 + K 𝑎 10     (5) 
resulting in an expression suited for surfactants in salty water, with 𝐾  as a model parameter. 
Inserting eq. 3 into eq. 5 results in 
𝜎 = 𝜎 − 𝐿𝑛 1 +
 
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜎 − 𝜎 ) 𝑟𝑆 𝑘𝑇⁄ − 1   (6) 
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 
 Surface tension prediction of binary aqueous solution using organic and inorganic 
compounds and pure liquid electrolytes have been well documented in these papers49,50. While 
searching the present literature for experimental data on ternary solutions, it was observed that 
such data are unusual and, to our knowledge, have merely been explored in any publication. In 
addition, it is not well understood that how the surface tension of an aqueous solution containing 
organic or salt compound in the presence of surfactant is altered. In this paper, we explore the 
surface tension prediction for ternary surfactant system using an organic solute such as Glutaric 
acid (GA) and a salt, in our case it is NaCl. Glutaric acid is formed in the process of biomass 
burning and sea spray is the source of NaCl which can go into the atmosphere easily through 
evaporation from sea surface. Numerous surfactants have been detected in clouds and precipitation 
samples10,51 and more recently in aerosol particles with sizes associated with cloud activation.52 
While selecting appropriate surfactant compound for our analysis, it was observed that data for 
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Cetrimonium Bromide (CTAB), Triton X-100, and Sodium Dodecyl sulfate (SDS) are readily 
available53,54. They are reasonable representative test systems for our initial studies, which can be 
readily adapted to atmospherically important surfactants and other chemicals. Furthermore, these 
surfactants are widely used in a variety of applications. For example, Triton X-100 is widely used 
to lyse cells to extract protein or organelles, or to permeabilize the membranes of living cells55. 
The anionic SDS is a very commonly used and effective surfactant in solubilizing most proteins55. 
CTAB has the application in protein electrophoresis, DNA extraction from plant tissues56. These 
factors meant this research is applicable beyond atmospheric aerosol surface properties. This broad 
relevance was also a primary motivator to focus our research on these surfactants. These three 
surfactants also represent a cationic, anionic, and neutral surfactant, and thus can inform the 
interplay of charge and ionic strength on the surface tensions of these mixtures. Overall, these 
systems lay the foundation for advancing the capacity for predictive modeling of surface tensions 
when surfactants are dissolved in aqueous solutions, towards increasing the chemical complexity 
of the solutions treated with this model.  
Table 1 lists the ten sets of data collected for the three distinct surfactants in two types of 
aqueous mixtures. Out of these, six sets of data were obtained from our collaborators at the 
University of Bristol in UK. The remaining four sets of solution were prepared in the Aerosol 
Engineering Lab and the Materials testing laboratory at the University of North Dakota's 
Department of Mechanical Engineering. Initially, Stock solution of organic acid and salt was 
prepared. In our case, we prepared stock solution of organic acid (glutaric acid). In next stage, 
varied concentrations of surfactants were added in the stock solution of 0.5 M, 0.3M glutaric acid 
(supplier: Fisher Scientific Sigma, >99.5%). In the second set of solution, varied concentration of 
Triton X-100 (supplier: Sigma Aldrich Inc.) were added to a glutaric acid stock solution of 0.5 M 
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and 0.3M, respectively. All chemicals were used without further purification. In our experiment, 
during preparation of stock solution, these chemical compounds were initially weighted on a high-
precision laboratory balance using weigh boat to determine the needed quantity for the appropriate 
molarity. The weighted chemical was then taken in polypropylene conical centrifuge tubes (50mL 
size) and distilled water was gradually added. The solution was sonicated for 5 min to ensure that 
the chemicals fully dissolved in the water. In the second stage, solid surfactant chemicals (e.g., 
SDS) were weighted in similar way and added in the stock solution. However, surfactants in liquid 
form such as Triton X-100 were added to the stock solution by placing the stock solution in a glass 
graduated cylinder and gently adding microliter droplets using a micro-pipette (capacity 0.5-10 
μL; 10-100μL) and measuring the weight of the droplets. Throughout the preparation process, the 
glassware was rinsed often with distilled water to avoid contamination.  
In collaboration with North Dakota State University Coatings and Materials Lab, surface 
tension of the prepared solutions was measured using KRUSS Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA100E). 
In our measurement technique, pendant drop test method was employed. The DSA100E was first 
calibrated using DI-water. The water was loaded into a 1 mL syringe and a drop was produced. 
The calibration was completed when the apparatus read within 3 mN/m of known values of DI-
water surface tension. Following this calibration, the solutions were loaded into 1 mL syringe. The 
surface tension measurements were taken once the droplet shape was stabilized. This instrument 
had a shape factor value range between 0.4-0.6 for accurate measurement,which was maintained 
during the measurement. To offset the effect of vibration on pendant drop by the surrounding air, 
ten to twenty consecutive measurements were taken within the time when the droplets were stable 
and the average of these measurements was taken as surface tension.  
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The measured surface tension values were compiled into the MATLAB program developed using 
equations 1-3. Equation 1 was utilized as two parameter (or binary) model in this program, where 
the program computed the required values of parameter r and K’ to fit with measured data. 
Equation 3 was used as a single parameter model in the program and the values for r was 
determined. Although, the binary model (equation 1) was developed for aqueous solution, so the 
term σw represented pure water surface tension, but in our case σw represents the surface tension 
of pure stock solution which is aqueous glutaric acid and salt solution in our case. In other words, 
we began with the surface tension value when no surfactant was present in the stock solution and 
worked our way up to the area of increasing surfactant concentration. 
 In the MATLAB program, root mean square error (RMSE) values was employed as the 
condition for convergence.  
The RMSE equation is shown below- 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑  (𝑆 − 𝑂 )       (7) 
Where, Si are the Predicted Value, Oi are the observed values and n is the number of observation 
available for analysis. Furthermore, we utilized the computed values of parameter r and K’ in order 
to develop a zero-parameter model from regression fitting of K’ versus surface tension at critical 




4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
4.1 Surface Tension Prediction Using the Surface Tension Models. 
The experimental datasets used for analysis are included in the Appendix of this paper. Table 1 
shows experimental values of solute activity (measured in molarity, mMol/L) surface tension (in 
mN/m) and the parameters r and K’ values compiled from the MATLAB fitting routine developed 
using both surface tension model. In this table, label “n_m” represents number of adjustable 
parameters. “n_m=1(equation 3)” for our surfactant model and “n_m=2”(equation 2) . 
Table 1. Computed values of parameter r , K’ and surface tension prediction from MATLAB 































Acid & CTAB 3 40.24 0.68 0.59 5.65 6.28 8.09 
0.5 M NaCl & 
CTAB 0.2 35.17 4.41 3.37 10.15 7.98 18643.23 
0.9M Glutaric 
Acid & Triton 
X-100 0.3 35.70 0.64 0.46 6.29 6.84 233.65 
0.5 M NaCl & 
Triton X-100 0.2 30.93 0.64 0.63 5.42 5.36 1226.82 
0.9 Glutaric 
Acid & SDS 5 40.54 0.81 0.81 5.90 5.85 4.11 
0.5 M NaCl & 
SDS 0.0004 31.52 0.59 0.59 3.55 3.54 85189.83 
0.5 M Glutaric 
Acid & SDS 7.2 41.81 0.75 0.59 4.65 4.07 1.41 
0.3 M Glutaric 
Acid & SDS 5.6 39.69 1.33 1.19 4.50 5.13 5.09 
0.5 M Glutaric 
Acid & Triton 
X-100 0.46 32.30 1.46 1.17 6.03 8.18 995.53 
0.3 M Glutaric 
Acid & Triton 




 The analysis in this study was conducted from two perspectives. The first step was to 
determine the effect of stock solutions (i.e., Glutaric Acid, NaCl,) with different surfactant on the 
surface tension. Following that, the effect of surfactant presence in the stock solution was analyzed 
by categorizing the surface tension data according to the surfactant (i.e., SDS, CTAB, Triton X-
100) utilized in this research. The performance of our newly developed surfactant model was 
investigated using the two-parameter surface tension model as a basis.  
 
As illustrated in the figure 3. above, when 0.9 M glutaric acid is used as a stock solution, the 
surface tension of all surfactants decreases until they reach a critical micellar concentration 
(CMC). Close examination reveals that the Triton X-100 surfactant mixture reaches to the 
micellization stage at extremely low concentrations for the identical stock solution. In comparison 




to CTAB and SDS surfactant solutions, Triton X-100 solution reaches micellar point at a ten times 
lower activity level. Our present model predicted data with a root mean square error (rmse) of 0.64 
to 0.81. In contrast, two factor model prediction yields rmse values ranging between 0.46 and 0.81. 
The prediction from single parameter model (i.e. surfactant model) for CTAB and Triton X-100 
was nearly close to experimental data, with maximum absolute deviations up to 2.02 percent for 
Triton X-100 and 3.06 percent for CTAB datapoints and 5.29 percent for SDS. On the other hand,  
two-parameter surface tension predicted slightly better surface tension with a maximum absolute 
deviation of around 2-3% for all surfactant’s solutions. The surface tension estimates from 
surfactant model, for 0.5 M Glutaric acid as the base solution versus all surfactants is shown in 
Figure 4. When Triton X-100 was introduced as a surfactant at a concentration of 0.46 mM/l to 
CMC, the surface tension decreased to 32.3 mN/m. When SDS was added as a surfactant, the 
solution micellizes at significantly higher concentrations, which is 7.19 mM/l. Our present surface 




tension model (eq. 3) fits experimental data for SDS and Triton X-100 with an absolute deviation 
range of 0-3.62 percent and 0-6.16 percent, respectively. For the two-parameter model, the greatest 
deviation was 2.66 percent for SDS and 6.88 percent for Triton X-100. When SDS was used as a 
surfactant, both models projected that the surfactant molecules would displace approximately four 











Our current model anticipated displacement of six water molecules when Triton X-100 is used as 
a surfactant, while two-parameter model projected displacement of eight molecules.  
 
 




 As indicated in Figure 5, the surface tension predicted for 0.3 M glutaric acid solutions 
containing Triton X-100 is almost identical to that predicted for 0.9 M solution. It was observed 
that, when 0.3 M glutaric acid was the base solution, at CMC, the surface tension reduction by 
SDS as a surfactant was higher with low solute activity than 0.5 M glutaric acid solution. Both 
models predicted well with range of 1.0 to 1.33 rmse values. For SDS as surfactant, our current 
model predicted r value of 4.5, which was 5.13 from two parameter model prediction. When Triton 
X-100 was the surfactant in the base solution, the surface tension reduced further than the 0.5M 
stock solution with relatively lower concentration at CMC. Current model predicted that, five 
water molecules will be displaced at air-water interface whereas two parameter model predicted 
approximately six molecules. Overall, from the analysis, it was found that increased presence of 
organic solute has adverse effect on surfactant’s ability.  




 In this stage of analysis, the model prediction for individual surfactant are analyzed. Close 
examination of the surface tension data from figure 6., reveals that when Triton X-100 used as a 
surfactant in the stock glutaric acid solution, it reached to the CMC point approximately 0.3-0.4 
milli-molar concentration. From 0.9M to 0.3M glutaric solution, the surface tension prediction 
decreased from 35.69 to 31.76 mN/m. This indicates that Triton X-100 is more effective as a 
surfactant in the mixture with a lower proportion of glutaric acid. When equation 3 was used to 
estimate the surface tension, it was noted that the largest absolute deviation of predicted values 
from the experimental data was roughly six percent for 0.9 M to 0.3 M glutaric acid stock solution. 
When two parameters model was used, the maximum variations were around 7%, with error range 
(i.e. rmse) of 0.46 to 1.17. Additionally, our present surfactant model projected that around five to 
six water molecules would be displaced when Triton X-100 is added to the glutaric acid stock 
solution. For NaCl as a stock solution it predicted five molecules. Two parameter model predicted 
approximately six water molecules for glutaric acid solutions of 0.9M and 0.3M, although the 
Figure 7. Surface tension prediction for SDS surfactant with stock solution 
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prediction about 0.5 glutaric acid solution was eight, which shows a little deviation from expected 
trend between 0.9 M and 0.3M solutions. It was observed that the presence of glutaric acid has 
little effect on Triton X-100 solubility. 
 Figure.7 compares projected surface tension values of SDS as surfactant from both model 
with respect to experimental values. According to the experimental findings, SDS and glutaric acid 
solutions have nearly identical surface tension values of roughly 40 mN/m at CMC even when the 
glutaric acid stock solution has a varied molarity. The predicted variance did not surpass 5% of 
the experimental values, as indicated by the error value range of 0.8 to 1.3. Prediction by two 
parameter model shows an absolute maximum deviation of 5.27% ,2.66% and 3.85% for 0.9 
M,0.5M and 0.3M glutaric acid solutions respectively. Clearly, the two model fits best with dataset 
of 0.5M glutaric acid. Interestingly, the RMSE values from both model for NaCl and SDS solution 
was same with almost similar values of parameter r of 3.55. Overall it is evident that the presence 
of organic solute (glutaric acid) strongly affected surfactant’s solubility (SDS). 
 In Figure.8, Projected Surface tension from the surface tension model is shown for 0.5 M 
NaCl stock solutions. It is notable that, Triton X-100 lowers the CMC surface tension better than 
SDS and CTAB at significantly low solute activity. Upon investigating the predicted surface 
tension values from both models, it was noted that, current model shows maximum absolute 
deviation nearly 13% for CTAB, and 2% for Triton and SDS surfactant solutions.  
 From Two parameter model, the maximum deviations were roughly 13%,3% and 2% for 
CTAB, Triton X-100 and SDS respectively. In addition, the r value prediction by two parameter 
model shows that an amount of nearly 8, 5 and 3 molecules could be replaced at CMC 
concentration by the surfactant, the same values were computed by our current model, except for 
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CTAB surfactant, which projected that an amount of approximately ten molecules would be 
replaced.  
4.2 Analysis of the parameter-r at Critical micellar concentration 
In an effort to understand how the Setschenow constant varies at critical micellar concentration for 
different surfactant solutions, trend analysis of the parameter “r” was conducted in this research. 









The trend analysis equations for 0.9M glutaric acid stock solutions from both surface tension 
model is shown below- 
One parameter model trend equation: y = -0.0928x + 6.2032 (R2 =0.4609) 
Two parameter model trend equation:  y = -0.2104x + 6.9061 (R2 =1) 
where y represents the values of r and x represents CMC concentration. The trendline equations 
depicted here have a downward slope with linear profile. Two parameter model analysis has a 
much steeper trendline equation than our current model. This suggests that this model is more 
likely to predict declining values for r slightly faster than our current model. When we sorted the 
computed r values in the dataset by our current model and two parameter model, we saw that our 
Figure 9. Trend Analysis of parameter r  for 0.9 M glutaric acid stock solution 
versus surfactants 
y = -0.0928x + 6.2032 
R² = 0.4609 
y = -0.2104x + 6.9061 
R² = 1 
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current model consistently predicts decreasing values in the order of Triton X-100, SDS, and 
CTAB. On the other hand, our two-parameter model projected a higher value for CTAB surfactant, 











This high value contributed to our two-parameter trendline having a greater slope. Overall, both 
models showed a downward trend in calculation of the parameter- r. Figure 10 and 11 shows trend 
analysis of 0.5 and 0.3M glutaric solution respectively.  
Figure 10. Trend Analysis of parameter r for 0.5 M glutaric acid versus 
surfactants 
y = -0.6099x + 8.4592 
R² = 1 
y = -0.2054x + 6.1292 




From 0.5 M glutaric acid solutions the trend analysis equations are –  
From One parameter model: y = -0.2054x + 6.1292 (R2 =1) 
                             From Two parameter model y = -0.6099x + 8.4592 (R2 =1) 
For 0.3 M glutaric acid solution the trend analysis equations are-  
From One parameter model: y = -0.1807x + 5.5106 (R2 =1) 
From Two parameter model y = -0.233x + 6.4357 (R2 =1) 
Again, it is obvious from the analysis that, for both 0.5 M and 0.3 M glutaric stock solution the 
value prediction of parameter r will decrease in the calculation. However, for our current model 
this was much less steep. One notable fact from the trendline analysis is that, for 0.5 M glutaric 
Figure 11.Trend analysis of parameter r for 0.3M glutaric acid versus surfactants 
y = -0.1807x + 5.5106 
R² = 1 
y = -0.233x + 6.4357 
R² = 1 
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acid solution, there is solute activity point where these lines coincided and both models predicted 
same value for r. On the other hand, for 0.3 M glutaric solution, two parameter model will likely 












If we analysis the trend of Triton X-100 as a surfactant in the stock solution. We observed 
following trendline equations- 
From two parameter model: y = 8.8795x + 3.6734 (R2 =0.746) 
From One parameter model: y = 1.1357x + 5.4117 (R2 =0.0885) 
Figure 12.Trend analysis parameter r for Triton X-100 as a surfactant in 
stock solution. 
y = 8.8795x + 3.6734 
R² = 0.746 
y = 1.1357x + 5.4117 
R² = 0.0885 
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Where y and x represent the r and solute concentration at CMC point respectively. Both models 
exhibited positive trend. According to the trend analysis, increasing solute activity at critical 
micellar concentrations results in an increase in r values. However, our current model predicts that 
r values will increase at a slower rate than those predicted by the two-parameter model. In the 
trend equation of two parameter model, the slope value is 8.8 which is almost eight times more 
than our current model. A close observation of the dataset reveals that two-parameter model 
overestimates the r values for the surfactant, Triton X-100 in 0.5M glutaric acid solution which 
might contribute to this large slope value. 
 
Figure 13.Trend analysis of parameter r for SDS as surfactant in stock solutions. 
y = 0.187x + 3.8  
R² = 0.3634 
y = 0.1579x + 3.9462 
R² = 0.2228 
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In the trend analysis of SDS as a surfactant for all the stock solution, we see two different kind 
trends. First, when we disregard the r values of NaCl stock solution, we find following equation- 
From two parameter model, y = -0.7808x + 9.6488 (R2 =0.9789) 
From One parameter model, y = -0.4313x + 7.573 (R2 =0.4067) 
Where y and x represent the same parameters as mentioned earlier. However, when we add NaCl 
dataset to our trend analysis, we observe following equation. 
From two parameter model, y = 0.187x + 3.8172 (R2 =0.3634) 
From one parameter model, y = 0.1579x + 3.9462 (R2 =0.2228) 
Figure 14. Trend Analysis of r values for 0.5 M NaCl stock solution versus 
surfactant 
y = 21.207x + 3.5412 
R² = 0.5169 
y = 15.681x + 3.5337 
R² = 0.6555 
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However, this contradictory trend output owed to an out of the ordinary r prediction value obtained 
from SDS and 0.5M NaCl ternary mixture. Adding more dataset to this of NaCl stock solution 
may enhance this analysis. 
In the ternary surfactant mixtures, where 0.5 M NaCl was used the stock solution, we observed 
below trendline equation-   
From One parameter model: y = 21.207x + 3.5412 (R2 =0.5169) 
From Two parameter model, y = 15.681x + 3.5337 (R2 =0.6555) 
Both models predicted that the r value will increase with respect to CMC solute activity. Our 
current model predicted that the increase in the value will be faster than the two-parameter model. 
In addition, we sorted our datapoints from larger to smaller values. From both model prediction, it 
was found that- CTAB as a surfactant is more likely to displace more water molecules followed 
by Triton X-100 and SDS. The projected values of r for SDS surfactant were the lowest and the 
CMC concentration were lowest as well. This implied that SDS as a surfactant would reach the 
micellization stage with a lower degree of responsiveness. 
If we choose parameter r to be replaced in binary model (Equation 1) instead of K’ we can write 




𝒍𝒏(𝟏 + 𝑲 𝒂𝑺)  (8) 
By replacing this equation into our binary model, we get-  
𝝈 = 𝝈𝑾 − (𝝈𝑾 − 𝝈𝑪𝑴𝑪)
𝐥𝐧 𝟏 𝑲 𝒂𝑺
𝐥𝐧 (𝟏 𝑲 𝒂𝑪𝑴𝑪)
  (9) 
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We computed the value of variable K’, and then put the value back into equation 9, we found out 
that-  
𝜎 = 𝑓(𝑎 , 𝑎 , 𝜎 ) 
Furthermore, we examined our derived values from table 1 to determine the fluctuation of K′ in 
relation to surface tension(𝜎 ) at critical micellar concentration. The point of this portion study 
is to determine a regression fit for K-′ versus acmc (solute activity at CMC), from which we can 
substitute the knowledge of critical micellar concentration into equation (9). This transforms our 
present surfactant model into a zero-parameter model. Nevertheless, we may obtain a zero-













Figure 15.K' versus Sigma for surfactant in glutaric acid stock solution 
 
y = 7E+11e-0.636x 
R² = 0.7482 
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Figure 15 above, shows the K’ versus surface tension at CMC(σcmc) for glutaric acid solution 
versus the surfactant. We obtain the fitting equation as-  
𝑲′ = 𝟕 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟏𝒆 𝟎.𝟔𝟑𝟔𝝈𝒄𝒎𝒄   (𝑹𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟒𝟖𝟐)  (10) 
It is evident from this plot that, an increase in surface tension at critical micellar concentration will 
result in a decrease in K’ value. In essence, it implies that for higher surface tension at CMC, 
solute’s bulk energy will decrease. Furthermore, we took this regression fitting and applied to 
equation 9, to transform it into a zero-parameter model. In the analysis, we observed that this new 
model agrees more closely with a maximum absolute deviation of five percent from our 









We analyzed, the zero-parameter model prediction for SDS surfactant in glutaric acid stock 
solutions. Figure 16-18 shows the zero-parameter model prediction using regression fitting from 
K’ versus surface tension analysis. From the analysis, for SDS with 0.9M, 0.5M and 0.3M glutaric 
Figure 16. Zero parameter model prediction for SDS surfactant in 0.9M 
glutaric acid stock solution 
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acid ternary mixtures, the zero-parameter model showed maximum absolute prediction deviation 
of 6.27%, 4.26% and 4.27% respectively. If we compare the fitting from all the model, this model 




















Figure 17.Zero parameter model prediction for SDS surfactant in 0.5M 
glutaric acid stock solution 
Figure 18.Zero parameter model prediction for SDS surfactant in 0.3 M 












Figure 19-21 shows the prediction analysis from zero-parameter model for Triton X-100 using the 
regression fit from K’ versus surface tension at critical micellar concentration. We obtained our 
fitting as below equation- 
𝑲 = 𝟏𝟎𝟕𝒆 .𝟑𝟎𝟓𝝈𝑪𝑴𝑪   (11) 
Using equation 11 in equation 9, we obtained the prediction by zero-parameter model. For Triton 
X-100 and 0.9 M glutaric acid ternary mixtures, this model showed little improvement. However, 
the prediction accuracy for 0.5 M and 0.3 M glutaric acid stock solution improved remarkably 
from that of two parameter and current surfactant model. In addition, it was obvious that the zero-
parameter model overestimated slightly more than the two and one parameter models. In case of 
Triton X-100 and 0.5 M glutaric acid ternary mixtures (figure 20), zero parameter model agrees 
more closely with our experimental data.  
Figure 19. Zero parameter model prediction for Triton X-100 surfactant 
in 0.9 M glutaric acid stock solution 
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From analysis of Figure 21, we observed that zero-parameter model agrees more closely when the 
solution reaches closer to critical micellar concentration. 
 
 
Figure 20. Zero parameter model prediction for Triton X-100 surfactant 
in 0.5 M glutaric acid stock solution 
Figure 21.Zero parameter model prediction for Triton X-100 surfactant 
in 0.3 M glutaric acid stock solution 
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Although we lacked sufficient dataset for CTAB surfactant, it was found that even with this limited 
dataset, the zero-parameter model predicted better, especially at concentrations near the crucial 
micellar threshold. Figure 21. shows the model prediction for CTAB and 0.9 M glutaric acid 

















Figure 22. Zero parameter model prediction for CTAB surfactant and 
0.9 M glutaric acid ternary mixture 
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5.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We derived a surfactant model from an existing binary model by restricting it to the Critical 
micellar concentration (CMC). As a result, the model was simplified to a single unknown 
parameter, r, and to zero parameters when K’ correlates with the surface tension at the CMC. It 
was observed that there are different levels of surfactant response in the presence of organic solute 
and salt in ternary solutions at CMC concentration. We presented this analysis in our study by 
classifying our dataset according to surfactant and stock solution. Overall, it is obvious that 
addition of surfactant lowers the surface tension. Due to the scarcity of data on these critical and 
ubiquitous multi-component solutions, more experimental data was acquired. Furthermore, In the 
analysis of parameter r, we obtained mixed R2 values, to refine the goodness of the fit, additional 
dataset would be required. These constrains brings up new opportunities for future research with 
more diverse and expansive dataset particularly for different molarity NaCl stock solution and 
CTAB surfactant, because we lacked sufficient data. The purpose of this study was to extend the 
model and to evaluate the parameters r and K’, and ultimately replace them with CMC knowledge. 
These parameter values will be used in our future study to determine how the Setschenow constant 
changes with surfactant content, thereby providing insight about how aerosol particles are 
processed in the atmosphere. While adding surfactant to a solution lowers surface tension at the 
interface, another process occurs at the molecular level of the solution. When surfactant molecules 
are added to a solution, they attract other molecules from solvent, which disrupts the solvent's 
force balance. By interfering with the solution, the system's overall entropy is changed. As a result, 
the amount of surfactant added might have an effect on the entropy shifts between the solute and 
solvent molecules. In our current investigation, the parameter r can be connected to entropy 
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0.001 68  
0.3 58.34  
0.4 58.6  
0.5 56.6  
0.9 55.85  
1.1 54.53  
1.2 51.34  
1.4 52.63  
1.9 49.69  
2.5 48.39  
3.5 43.69  
4.2 43.4  
4.7 41.85  
5.6 39.69  
7.1 40.02  
10.8 40.08  
15.1 39.44  
21.5 38.6  
33.5 38.28  
41.9 37.65  
60.6 37.61  
90.4 37.02  
100.9 37.26  






0.28 62.02  
0.42 61.02  
0.55 59.17  
0.79 57.29  
1.04 55.3  
1.28 55.13  
1.55 53.29  
1.84 51.66  
2.41 50.85  
2.85 49.12  
3.59 45.66  
4.47 44.4  
5.61 42.47  
7.19 41.81  
9.71 42.1  
14.56 41.82  
22.54 42.06  
32.94 41.75  
43.90 41.49  
62.07 40.33  
90.58 39.98  








































0.00001 68  
0.0768 42.47  
0.1152 41.95  
0.1216 40.17  
0.1568 36.63  
0.1792 39.04  
0.1984 37.72  
0.2272 36.3  
0.2624 34.21  
0.2848 34.97  
0.3136 33.91  
0.3264 35.46  
0.3904 31.76  
0.3968 31.64  
0.4448 31.23  
0.6976 30.96  
0.7264 32.54  
0.8 31.81  
0.896 32.02  
1.2352 31.44  







0.00001 65  
0.0800 42.09  
0.0960 40.82  
0.1152 40.38  
0.1216 40.29  
0.1280 40.31  
0.1504 40.36  
0.1696 40.3  
0.1824 40.6  
0.2208 39.07  
0.2240 39.63  
0.2336 39.05  
0.2368 37.64  
0.3168 36.62  
0.3200 36.09  
0.3456 33.4  
0.4640 32.3  
0.4800 32.07  
0.6624 32.21  
0.7552 32.77  
1.0880 32.6  





















































MATLAB Coding for Surface Tenison Prediction 
% variable explanation given as below 
% range_as= sets the solute activity datapoints range from excel file. 
%range_st=sets the surface tension datapoints range from excel file. 
%val_acmc= sets the particular datapoint to be used as CMC solute activity 
%in the calculation 
%val_sigcmc= sets the particular datapoint to be used as CMC surface 
%tension in the calculation 





[status,sheets] = xlsfinfo(filename);%gathers information about excel file in matlab drive. 
prompt='how many parameter?'; %Asks the user about no. of parameters. 
dlgtitle='Model Parameter';% Sets the question for dialog box that appears.  
fitcase=inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitle); % ask user which model to run 
s=str2num(cell2mat(fitcase)); 
if s==1|s==2 
        for i=1:10 %reads the sheets one by one  
            switch (i) 
                case 1 
                    range_as="A5:A17"; 
                    range_st="B5:B17"; 
                    val_acmc="A17"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B17"; 
                    title_stats='0.9M Glutaric Acid and CTAB';  
                case 2 
                    range_as="A5:A12"; 
                    range_st="B5:B12"; 
                    val_acmc="A12"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B12"; 
                    title_stats='0.5M NaCl and CTAB'; 
                case 3 
                    range_as="A5:A25"; 
                    range_st="B5:B25"; 
60 
 
                    val_acmc="A25"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B25"; 
                    title_stats='0.9 M Glutaric Acid and Triton X100'; 
                case 4 
                    range_as="A5:A18"; 
                    range_st="B5:B18"; 
                    val_acmc="A18"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B18"; 
                    title_stats='0.5M NaCl and Triton X100'; 
                case 5 
                    range_as="A5:A19"; 
                    range_st="B5:B19"; 
                    val_acmc="A19"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B19"; 
                    title_stats='0.9 M Glutaric Acid and SDS'; 
                case 6 
                    range_as="A5:A13"; 
                    range_st="B5:B13"; 
                    val_acmc="A13"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B13"; 
                    title_stats='0.5M NaCl and SDS'; 
                case 7 
                    range_as="A5:A19"; 
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                    range_st="B5:B19"; 
                    val_acmc="A19"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B19"; 
                    title_stats='0.5M Glutaric Acid and SDS'; 
                case 8 
                    range_as="A5:A18"; 
                    range_st="B5:B18"; 
                    val_acmc="A18"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B18"; 
                    title_stats='0.3M Glutaric Acid and SDS'; 
                case 9 
                    range_as="A5:A21"; 
                    range_st="B5:B21"; 
                    val_acmc="A21"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B21"; 
                    title_stats='0.5M Glutaric Acid and Triton-X100'; 
                case 10 
                    range_as="A5:A17"; 
                    range_st="B5:B17"; 
                    val_acmc="A17"; 
                    val_sigcmc="B17"; 
                    title_stats='0.3M Glutaric Acid and Triton-X100';  
            end 
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            as=xlsread(filename,sheets{i},range_as); %solute activity 
            stex=xlsread(filename,sheets{i},range_st); %surface tension from excel file. 
            a_cmc=xlsread(filename,sheets{i},val_acmc); % setting up the CMC solute activity from 
case operation. 
            sig_cmc=xlsread(filename,sheets{i},val_sigcmc); % setting up the CMC surface tension 
from case operation   
            [tension{i},rms(i),r_val(i),K_val(i)]= st(s,as,stex,a_cmc,sig_cmc);% Runs the st.mlx 
function to calculate model parameter 
%           subplot(4,2,i);  
            figure(i); 
            a1=plot(as,stex,'ro',"MarkerSize",5); 
%             xlim ([10^-4.5 100]) 
%             ylim([0 80]); %setting of y axis range limit. 
            set(gca,'Xscale','log') %log scale conversion of x axis. 
            xlabel('Solute Activity [mMol/l]'); 
            ylabel("Surface tension [mN/m]"); 
            hold on; 
            a2=plot (as,tension{i},"linewidth",1,"Color",'b',"LineStyle","-"); 
            legend([a1;a2],'Experimental values','Model values','location','southwest'); 
            title(title_stats); 
        end 
else 
    f = msgbox('The parameter must be choosen between one or two','','error'); %serves as a 





Surface tension fitting function: 
function [sig_code,rmse,r]=st(s,as,sig_exp,a_cmc,sig_cmc) 
m=41; % shorcut variable for the value of kT/S_w 
% For single parameter model the following block will run. 
sigma0 = sig_exp(1); 
if s==1  
    tz=sigma0-sig_cmc; 
    FittedCurve=@(z) (sqrt(sum(((sigma0-((m/z)*log(1+((exp(tz*z/m)-1).*(as/a_cmc)))))-
sig_exp).^2)./length(as)));% equation of curve fitting based on rmse. 
    %FittedCurve=@(z)  (sqrt((sum((((71.98-((m/z)*log(1+((((exp(tz*z/m))-1).*as))/a_cmc))))-
sig_exp).^2))./length(as))) 
    z0= 5; %initial guessing for r  
    lb=0; % constraint lower limit for r  
    ub=inf;%constraint upper limit for r 
    z=fmincon(FittedCurve,z0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub);%function run 
    sig_code=(sigma0-((m/z)*log(1+((exp(tz*z/m)-1).*as/a_cmc))));%calculates surface tension 
after fmincon has run properly. 
    rmse=sqrt((sum((sig_code-sig_exp).^2))./length(as)); % calculates root mean square error. 
    r=z; % returns the value of parameter r to main function. 




    FittedCurve=@(z) (sqrt((sum(((sigma0-((m/z(1))*(log(1+(z(2).*as)))))-
sig_exp).^2))./length(as))); %equation for curve fitting based on rmse. 
    z0=[-5,0.2];%initial guessing for r & K 
    lb=[0,0]; %lower limit for r & K 
    ub=[inf,0.99];%Upper limit for r & K 
    z=fmincon(FittedCurve,z0,[],[],[],[],lb,ub); %function run  
    sig_code=(71.98-((m/z(1))*(log(1+(z(2).*as))))); %surface tension calculation after fmincon 
evaluation 
    rmse=sqrt((sum((sig_code-sig_exp).^2))/length(as)); %calculates root mean square error. 
    r=z(1); % return the values of parameter r to main function.  
  K=z(2);%returns the computed K' value to main program. end 
 
